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Arctic Securities go live with EFA and Singletrack for advanced research 

authoring and distribution 

Using technology to leverage analysts’ expertise 

 

London, June 23 2020: Singletrack, the capital markets engagement and research distribution 

experts, and EFA, a leading FinTech solutions provider, announce a successful go live at Arctic 

Securities, a leading, independent Norwegian investment bank. Arctic Securities have taken the 

EFA Platform for modeling, authoring and production workflows, and Singletrack for research 

distribution via email and to multiple aggregators. 

 

Arctic Securities wanted to modernize their authoring and distribution solution. They were also 

planning to automate the distribution of the research produced by email and to aggregators. Key 

considerations were that this new solution was future proof and would help grow Arctic 

Securities Research business. 

 

EFA and Singletrack is a proven combination and Arctic Securities selected this pairing as it met 

all their criteria, and the team could see the potential for growth with this solution. Kjetil 

Marthinsen, CTO at Arctic Securities explains: “Deploying Singletrack and EFA has given us an 

industry leading, flexible and automated solution, which will ensure a low time to market for 

produced research and ensure that we have the ability to fine-tune our research output to meet 

client needs.” 

 

For further information please contact: 

Liz Fidler      Bruce Ruffy  

Singletrack      EFA 

liz.fidler@singletrack.com                                         bruce.ruffy@efa.biz 

 

 

About Singletrack 

Singletrack’s cutting-edge relationship management and research distribution technology enable capital 

markets firms to prosper in the unbundled marketplace. With offices in London and New York, and over 50 

clients around the globe, Singletrack leads the way in capital markets CRM and research management. 

 

 

About EFA 

Headquartered in Hong Kong, EFA’s highly configurable research authoring 

and production solution is used by institutions worldwide to raise output, 

improve product quality and benefit from greater downstream client 

connectivity to underlying model data. Industry leading mobile enabled 

authoring technology also ensures EFA’s customers are first to market. 
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